Visit Raj Bhavan: Online Booking

Online booking is subject to confirmation. For security
reasons, Governor’s Secretariat reserves the right to
approve/regret the permission
The Raj Bhavan, formerly known as Government House has been the place of
residence of the British Governors since 1885. Prior to that it served as their
Summer Residence. Since Independence, Raj Bhavan has served as the official
residence, first of the Governor of the old Bombay State and post-1960, that of
the Governor of Maharashtra.
Limited access is being provided to the general public to visit two points in the
Raj Bhavan Complex in Mumbai, namely the Sunrise Point Yoga Gallery and the
Devi Mandir, subject to the following terms and conditions.
A request for visit to Raj Bhavan can be made by On-line Booking system through
a link on the website ' https://rajbhavan-maharashtra.gov.in '.
The Visit to the Raj Bhavan will be on the following route.
1. Raj Bhavan Upper Gate (Banganga Side) (Assembly Point)
2. Walk up to the Devi Mandir Gate in one group
3. Entry to the Sunrise Point from the Devi Mandir Gate
4. Sunrise Point to Devi Mandir
5. Return to the Upper Gate through the Devi Mandir Gate

The visiting days of Raj Bhavan will be Tuesday to Sunday excluding public
holidays.
Timings of visit will be from 0615 hrs to 0800 hrs. The Reporting Time for
Visitors will be 6.15 am. Entry will not be permitted after 7 am. The Visitors are
expected to leave the premises by 8.30 am.
Entry to Raj Bhavan for visitors will be through the Upper Gate No.1 (Near Raj
Bhavan staff quarters, Banganga side) of Raj Bhavan.
Indian Citizens are required to carry valid photo ID cards. Foreign nationals will
have make their request for the visit along with photocopies of their passport. On
the day of visit, they will be required to carry their original passport for
identification.

Registration charges per person per day will be Rs 25/-. The registration
charges are payable online and will be non-refundable and non-transferable.
Visitors may come individually or in a group of maximum10 persons .
Online booking is subject to confirmation through email / sms.
Mobile phones and cameras will not be permitted. Visitors will have to deposit
their mobile phones and other baggage at the Security Check Point.
For security reasons, Governor’s Secretariat reserves the right to approve /
regret the request to visit Raj Bhavan. The Governor’s Secretariat also reserves
the right to cancel without citing any reason, if circumstances render it
necessary. However if due to unforeseen circumstances the booking is cancelled
by Raj Bhavan, dates will be reallocated in certain cases.
The Sunrise Point Yoga Gallery involves walking for a distance of 500 meters
from the Raj Bhavan Upper Gate. Persons requiring assistance will have to
indicate in advance whether assistance is required.
Parking of Vehicles of all Visitors will be outside the Raj Bhavan gate on the left
side, Opposite Neer Nartan Building.
For any query and assistance related to visit,
Please contact the Visitors’ Management Cell
Phone : 022 - 23670098
(Between 3 pm and 5 pm on working days)

Email : Reception Officer: pro.rb-mh@nic.in

Description of Visiting Places
The Mumbai Raj Bhavan located on the Southern tip of Mumbai on the Malabar
Point is rightly acclaimed as the ‘Queen’ among the Raj Bhavans in India. The Raj
Bhavan is surrounded from three sides by the Arabian Sea.
1. Sun rise Point Yoga Gallery
The Sunrise Point Yoga Gallery, a Sea facing deck, was inaugurated by Governor
Ch. Vidyasagar Rao on 21 Jun 2015 (International Yoga Day). The purpose of the
Gallery is to enable the Visitors to watch the Sunrise and practise yoga in serene
tranquillity and natural ambience of Raj Bhavan.

Devi Mandir
The Devi Temple located behind the Heritage Buildings of Raj Bhavan is an old
temple in Mumbai dedicated to a nameless goddess. People call the Goddess as
Sagar Mata, Sakalai Devi, Sri Gundi and by other names.
Annual Jatra (fair) is held in honour of the Goddess once in a year in the month of
July / August.
***

